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ABSTRACT
a Structural imaging and event localization require an accurate estimation of
the seismic velocity. However, active seismic surveys are expensive and time-
consuming. During the last decade, fiber-optic-based distributed acoustic sensing
(DAS) has emerged as a reliable, enduring, and high-resolution seismic sensing
technology. In this study, we show how downhole DAS passive records from the
San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth can be used for seismic velocity esti-
mation. Using data recorded from earthquakes propagating near-vertically, we
compute seismic velocities using first-break picking as well as slant-stack decom-
position. This methodology allows for the estimation of both P- and S- wave
velocity models. We also use records of the ambient seismic field for interferom-
etry and P-wave velocity model extraction. Results are compared to a regional
model obtained from surface seismic as well as a conventional downhole geophone
survey. We find that using recorded earthquakes we obtain the highest P-wave
model resolution. In addition, it is the only method that allows for S-wave ve-
locity estimation. Obtained P and S models unravel three distinct layers at the
depth range of 50-750 m which were not present in the regional model. In addi-
tion, we find high VP/VS values near the surface and a possible VP/VS anomaly
about 500 m deep. We confirm its existence by observing a strong S-P mode
conversion at that depth.

aThe following is a minor variation of a JGR: Solid Earth submission

INTRODUCTION

An accurate estimation of the seismic velocity profile is crucial for structural imaging
and its ensuing interpretation. It is also important for earthquake location, even
though reliable relative locations between clusters of events may be obtained without
an accurate model (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). In conventional processing,
retrieving the velocity field above the bedrock is usually a major obstacle (Bakulin
and Calvert, 2006). This challenge is due, among others, to a lack of reflection events
above the bedrock, velocity variation with depth due to compaction, inhomogeneity in
all spatial directions, and the presence of scatterers. Errors in estimating the shallow
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subsurface velocity deteriorates the image quality of deeper targets (Armstrong et al.,
2001; Blias, 2009; Nosjean et al., 2017).

Using downhole measurements can help alleviate some of the difficulties in shallow
subsurface velocity estimation (Bakulin et al., 2017). The most widespread method
is the vertical seismic profiling (VSP), in which a source is excited at the surface
and recorded at different depth levels along the well (Hardage, 2000). Nonetheless,
conducting VSP surveys is challenging as it requires the lowering and clamping of
receivers, usually geophones, into a borehole before exciting the source. Such receivers
have to withstand harsh temperature and pressure conditions, depending on their
depth of installation. In addition, other operations in the borehole are limited during
the VSP survey, and such measurements cannot be conducted in a hydrocarbon-
producing well. An enticing alternative is the emerging technology of distributed
acoustic sensing (DAS). DAS utilizes a fiber-optic cable instead of geophones for
seismic sensing along the well (Mateeva et al., 2013). The fiber is probed by a laser
interrogator that measures deformation along the fiber due to its interaction with
seismic waves. A more detailed description of its operating principles is discussed in
the DAS recording system section. Fibers can be installed in several different ways
that do not interfere with the well (Daley et al., 2013). As the fiber is a passive
component, no electronic equipment needs to be lowered down into the borehole and
fibers may be left in the ground for a virtually unlimited amount of time.

In this study, we show how downhole passive DAS records can be used for velocity
model estimation. We use earthquakes propagating near-vertically and recorded by
a DAS downhole array to build P and S velocity models at the borehole location.
Relatively weak recorded earthquakes have a high frequency content, which allows
for high-resolution model estimation. In contrary to conventional VSP surveys, this
approach does not require a dedicated survey, can be used to directly extract S-
velocity profiles, is within the far-field limit, and can be repeated at different times at
almost no additional cost. In addition, we show an ambient seismic field interferom-
etry approach, yielding a P-wave velocity model. To our knowledge, this is the first
application of interferometry to downhole DAS records. It can be especially helpful
in seismically quiet areas. We illustrate the application of both methods using the
San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) main hole, in which a fiber is
installed. We compare our suggested approach to a conventional VSP experiment
conducted with downhole geophones and a regional model of the area.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The DAS recording system

During the recent years, DAS has been proven apt at recording seismic data at a high
spatial resolution. It has been used for both active surveys and passive monitoring,
onshore and offshore, and as a downhole as well as a horizontally installed sensor (Ajo-
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Franklin et al., 2017; Biondi et al., 2017; Daley et al., 2013, 2016; Dou et al., 2017;
Hornman, 2017; Jousset et al., 2018; Karrenbach et al., 2017; Lindsey et al., 2017;
Martin et al., 2017a,b; Martin and Biondi, 2018; Mateeva et al., 2014, 2013; Wang
et al., 2018). DAS systems are commonly based on Rayleigh backscattering of a laser
pulse propagating through an optical fiber. Due to imperfections in the fiber, some of
the propagating energy is reflected back during propagation. When the fiber is idle,
such backscattering is constant. On the contrary, when the fiber is distorted due to
an interaction with a seismic wave, some photons are reflected in a different way. An
interrogator unit, connected to one end of the fiber, continuously sends short laser
pulses through the fiber. Recorded reflected photons undergo interferometry with the
reference transmitted pulse and the resulting phase shift is quasi-linearly proportional
to total strain along the direction of the fiber (Grattan and Meggitt, 2000).

In its simplest form, DAS acts as a strain meter. However, as there is no single DAS
architecture, systems operating in time or frequency domain may measure either
strain or strain-rate, accordingly. The acquisition setup used for this study measures
strain with respect to a certain baseline reference, which is the natural backscattering
of the fiber. As the speed of light in the fiber is known, the time of arrival of the
backscattered energy can be mapped to the distance along the fiber (Parker et al.,
2014). By repeating the phase-shift measurement during the pulse propagation time,
one can actually compute strain variations in different sections of the fiber. By dif-
ferentiating these cumulative strain measurements, acquired at different times during
pulse propagation, a spatially-dependent strain profile may then be obtained. This
is the distributed nature of the measurement. If subsequent pulses are generated
quickly enough, a strain profile along the fiber can be determined at acoustic fre-
quencies. DAS systems are single-component and measure strain or strain-rate along
the fiber. Therefore, directivity effects depending on source radiation pattern, mode
of propagating wavefronts, and fiber orientation, are visible in recorded signals (Mar-
tin, 2018). In our analysis, we convert strain records to strain-rate by taking their
derivative in time. This removes the dependency on the natural backscattering of the
fiber, which is constant in time.

There are many more technical details about DAS systems and their comparison
to standard instruments (e.g. Grattan and Meggitt (2000)). For our purposes, we
describe only the gauge length, which is the length over which the phase shifts are
measured. It effectively acts as a moving window spatially averaging strain. A de-
tailed explanation of gauge length effects is given by Dean et al. (2017). In short,
longer gauge lengths promote higher SNR while filtering out high-frequency compo-
nents of the data. In this study, a standard 10m gauge length was used for data
acquisition. It is adequate for typical 0-100 Hz recorded events, such as the ones we
examine.
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The SAFOD DAS array

A detailed description of the SAFOD experiment can be found in Zoback et al. (2011).
In June 2017, an OptaSense DAS interrogator, model ODH3.1, was attached to the
longer fiber in the SAFOD main hole, reaching a depth of 864m. Due to a failure
of the loop at the end of the fiber, we limit our analysis to a depth of 800m. The
reason for that choice is that starting approximately at the failure depth, the records
contain no signal at all. However, in the depth range of 800m to the failure depth,
the records seem to contain many more noise channels. While some of the channels
can be used, we suspect that they might be corrected in some way and thus choose
not to use them. The fibers are under tension of approximately 1N and housed in a
0.9 mm steel tube cemented between casing strings. We illustrate the area of the well
that is covered by our analysis in Figure 1. In the depth range of interest, the well
is deviating north. For comparison, we later show the analysis of a geophone survey
conducted during 2005 in the same well. Geophones were located roughly every 15m,
starting at a depth of 45m, and the two explosive sources were more than 40m away
from the wellhead. The goal of that survey was to assess the SAFOD main hole.
Since the DAS was deployed in the same well, we can compare the two results.

It is important to note that the DAS interrogator can map strain as a function of
distance along the fiber. However, distance along the fiber is not necessarily equal to
distance along the well. Mapping fiber distance to spatial coordinates is not trivial
(Mateeva et al., 2014) and might require advanced calibration procedures if a simple
stretch mapping using two reference points cannot be computed. For the SAFOD
array, the fiber, a single mode type (model SMF28, see Blum et al. (2008) for details),
was put in a steel tube and under tension, and therefore its length is expected to
match the location along the well. However, minor discrepancies may arise due to
fiber slack, rotation, and by-design excess fiber length (Madsen et al., 2016). As the
initial installation of the fiber was conducted over a decade ago, it is also possible that
the fiber underwent environment-based changes affecting its installation or internal
properties. As a side note, it is worth mentioning that the same fiber can also be
used as a permanent strain meter, measuring fault-induced displacements. Since a
long baseline strain recording of SAFOD was acquired, structural changes could be
detected. However, this is not the focus of this study. The recording system was
operative for about a month during June-July 2017. Due to technical issues, about
22 days of recorded data are useful. Data were recorded at a 2500 Hz frequency with
a 10 m gauge length and a 1 m channel spacing. The interrogator used in this study
measures strain along the fiber.
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Figure 1: The SAFOD borehole in map (a) and side (b) view. The side view is
along the NE azimuth, which is perpendicular to the San Andreas Fault. The well
trajectory is plotted as a black line. Source locations for the geophone survey are
plotted as red stars. A 2-D section crossing the fault zone and taken along the NE
azimuth from a regional P-wave velocity model (Hole et al., 2006) is displayed in the
background. [NR]

VELOCITY MODEL ESTIMATION USING
EARTHQUAKES RECORDED BY DOWNHOLE DAS

Theory

In this section, we schematically describe a uniaxial downhole recording of an incident
plane wave (Figure 2). The vertical axis denotes depth.

We approximate the propagating wavefield as plane wave recorded by receivers, ide-
alized as a set of discrete points Ri at equal sampling distances, with n being the
points index along the fiber. Assuming the distance between two adjacent measure-
ment points is dz, the arrival time difference between them is, geometrically,

tn − tn+1 =
dz · cos θ

V
(1)

with V being the wave propagation velocity in the medium, assumed to be constant.
tn is the time of arrival at receiver n. This relation can also be generalized for depth-
dependent velocity V and varying incidence angle θ. It becomes a locally correct
approximation within a region in which the propagating wave can be regarded as a
planar one. Nonetheless, the angle of incidence is unknown to us in the general case,
and it is impossible to separate subsurface velocity from the incidence angle even if
arrival travel times are correctly estimated.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of a planar wave-front reaching a discrete down-
hole array. The distance between receivers, denoted as black circles, is dz. The angle
θ marks the angle between the direction of propagation (Poynting vector) and the ar-
ray, represented by discrete receivers Ri. The wavelength λ is schematically indicated.
[NR]

However, using events located directly above or below the DAS array, propagation is
guaranteed to be along the direction of the vertical well assuming no lateral velocity
variation. In this case, the angle of incidence is always θ = 0o or 180o , and we can
compute the average velocity Vn in the interval between the two receivers [Rn, Rn+1]
by

Vi =
dz

|tn − tn+1|
(2)

This relation holds at every location along the fiber and may thus be used for con-
tinuous estimation of the velocity profile V (z) along it.

In DAS records, strain (or strain-rate) is measured along the fiber, which in this study
is near-vertical and assumed as vertical. Transforming a point strain measurement
to an equivalent conventional geophone, measuring ground velocity along the vertical
direction, is based on the following relation:

∂uz
∂z

=
∂uz
∂t
· ∂t
∂z

=
∂uz
∂t
· 1

v
(3)

where uz is the particle displacement in the z-direction and 1/v is the local appar-
ent slowness. This slowness depends on both subsurface velocity model v and the
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wavefronts angle of incidence. While the 1/v scaling may influence the amplitude
of recorded data, it does not change its phase. Therefore, any travel-times based
analysis, using earthquakes or the ambient seismic field, should yield the same re-
sult for both DAS and geophone-equivalent data. In addition, DAS is not a point
measurement and gauge length effects may affect phase by distorting wavelets (Dean
et al., 2017). However, as previously stated, the gauge length is adequate for recorded
events of interest and we do not observe any noticeable wavelet distortion. In this
study, we compute strain-rate by applying a time derivative to recorded strain data.
Since the subsurface velocity v (Equation 3) is constant with respect to time, this
amounts to using accelerometer-equivalent data, and the scaling relations remain the
same.

DAS systems have two major benefits in terms of velocity model estimation. Their
spatial density allows for high-resolution models and the fiber installation is perma-
nent. In this study, we suggest using earthquakes recorded by DAS arrays for velocity
model estimation. Such earthquakes have to fulfill two major criteria. First, they have
to induce strain that is measurable by the vertical DAS array with high signal-to-noise
ratio. This is a function of source moment, focal mechanism, and distance from the
array. Second, they have to reach the array in a near-vertical incidence angle. Since
the velocity model between the source and the array also influences the direction of
propagation, it is not enough to know the source location to compute the angle of
incidence. However, as a rule of thumb, a 15- to 20-degree angle, computed using
straight lines, is acceptable. This is thanks to the overall trend of velocity increase
with depth, which bends propagating wave-fronts towards the vertical incidence. As-
suming such earthquakes are present, this approach does not require the deployment
of a source, can be repeated for different adequate earthquakes, and does not suffer
from the near-field limitations often present in VSP surveys due to proximity of the
source to the recording array (Landrø, 1999). In addition, since only differential travel
times are used, the source origin time is irrelevant and does not need to be known.

An ideal earthquake for velocity estimation would be located directly below the array.
As such, primary phase wave-propagation is 1-D and Equation (2) can be directly
applied. However, many other earthquakes may still be used. First, the correction
term depending on the angle of incidence θ is proportional to 1/cos θ. A local inci-
dence angle of 10 degrees induces about 1.5% increase in the estimated velocity. This
effect may also be corrected by computing the local incidence angle (θest) at each
receiver using some initial structural model of the area and correcting the estimated
interval velocity by a cos θest factor. Having said that, such corrections may often be
omitted due to real-world velocity structures. In this study, for example, earthquakes
originate at far larger depths than the recording array. As velocity is generally in-
creasing with depth, the shortest trajectory from source to receiver will bend towards
a vertical path, following Snells law. Therefore, the true incidence angle will be closer
to zero (vertical incidence) than its angle computed by a straight line from receiver
to source.
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Recorded earthquakes

For this study, we observe two earthquakes recorded by the array. Both were chosen
using the USGS catalog in that area. Using event timing, relevant DAS data was
extracted. The first event is a magnitude M=1.33, located at a depth of Z=11.16
km and at a horizontal distance of H=1.87 km from the wellhead. The second is
M = 2.46 km located at Z = 11.43 km and H = 2.49 km. For a uniform half-
space, their angles of incidence at the bottom of the array would be about 10.2o and
13.2o, respectively. Since they are located at great depths, at which velocity is higher,
we expect significant ray bending. A regional model of the area (Hole et al., 2006;
Bleibinhaus et al., 2007) estimates P-wave velocity along the array at about 2500
m/s (close to the surface) to 4000 m/s (bottom of the array). Velocities of 6000 m/s
are observed at depths of 5 − 6 km, and it can be expected up to the depth of the
earthquakes. Therefore, even using a conservative correction, the angles of incidence
would be 6.8o and 8.7o. This amount to an average < 1% correction of the velocity at
the bottom of the array, which is where the incidence angle has the highest impact.
Due to velocity increase with depth along the array, the effect would be smaller as we
get closer to the surface. Overall, having shown that the error can be safely bounded
by an average 1% over-estimation of the velocity, we will treat recorded events as
vertical.

In Figure 3, we show recorded earthquakes. Noisy traces are automatically de-
tected and set to zero amplitude. We also apply a trace-by-trace normalization to
enhance events. The M = 1.33 is in (a) and the M = 2.46 in (b). The same ordering
will follow for the rest of the paper. Notable events are marked in the figure. Notice
also the signal-to-noise and frequency range differences between the two earthquakes.
The larger M = 2.46 earthquake (b) has lower frequency content, visible especially
in the first arrival P-waves. It also has a higher signal-to-noise ratio, as can be seen
by the level of noise preceding the first arrivals. Due to technical issues with file
headers for the earthquake in (b), absolute time is only approximated. However, the
two events seem to have similar behavior and arrival moveouts. For all subsequent
velocity estimation purposes, only the M = 1.33 event is used. The reason is that for
the M = 2.46 event, we could not coherently follow the first S-wave arrivals. Since we
want a fair comparison between different methods, we chose to base our analysis on a
single event for all of them. In addition, the central frequency of the M = 1.33 event
is around 70 Hz. The M = 2.46 has, as expected, a lower frequency content, thus we
prefer to use the weaker earthquake for the benefit of increased temporal resolution
at the price of lower signal-to-noise.

Estimating velocity by travel-time picking

We begin by estimating the P-wave velocity along the array. The first arrival phase
is picked for both earthquakes. It is conducted using a linear programming approach,
aiming at maximizing total energy along a picking path. However, many other choices
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Figure 3: Earthquakes recorded in SAFOD DAS array, filtered in the 0 − 120 Hz
range. M = 1.33 (a) and M = 2.46 (b) events are plotted. Many different phases are
present, some of which are indicated by text alongside the seismograms. Unless an
arrow is present, the text matches the time of arrival of the event. In addition to direct
P and S arrivals, we clearly observe P and S coda events, possible SP conversions,
and free surface reflections of all phases. [NR]
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of picking approaches are possible. We follow (Molyneux and Schmitt, 1999) but use
the total signal amplitude as the objective function in order to be able to follow
a specific polarity. Specifically, we follow the negative amplitudes (black in Figure
3). After the picks have been established, we detect the nearest earlier zero-crossing
(change from positive to negative value) and adjust the picks to that sample, as we
found it more stable. Picks at noisy trace locations are linearly interpolated with
their nearest neighbors and all picks are subsequently smoothed using a 50 m moving
average window. In Figure 4, we show the first break picking results for the P-wave
arrivals. They are shown in blue in (a) and (b), overlaying recorded data. Then,
data are shifted according to picked times. We will refer to this type of correction
as a moveout correction because after it is applied recorded events should have no
moveout. It can be applied in either time or temporal frequency domain. If the time
domain is chosen, proper interpolation is required. However, it is better to apply it in
the frequency domain. We then use zero-padded traces to avoid cyclic wraparounds.
Here, we apply this moveout correction for P-waves. In (c), the moveout-corrected
first arrivals appear as flat, and picking seems to be reliable. For (d), the last 20 m
are misaligned with the rest of the record. However, we do not analyze velocities in
those areas as they are too close to the fibers edges and cannot be properly smoothed.
It is also interesting to observe that after moveout correction, P-coda events in both
(c) and (d) seem well aligned. However, they maintain a slight misalignment when
compared to the first arrivals. This indicates that they have propagation velocities
similar to first P-wave arrivals but reach the array in a slightly different angle of
incidence. This may be explained by small differences in propagation path from
source to receiver array, but this statement cannot be validated.

S-wave picking is more challenging than P-waves due to several factors. First, for
vertical or near-vertical earthquakes, the fiber sensitivity to S-waves is greatly dimin-
ished. As DAS measures strain along the fiber, an S-wave propagating parallel to the
array should not, in theory, be recorded, as all particle motion is in perpendicular
directions. Due to the complex well structure, including the casing, cement, steel
tube, fiber coupling, etc., S-waves are still visible, albeit possibly in lower quality.
Secondly, the direct S-waves that we aim to pick undergo severe interference with
other phases in play: P coda, SP mode conversions, free surface reflections of earlier
phases, etc. Finally, the fact that there is no clear silence period preceding them can
pose a difficulty for many picking algorithms. In order to cope with these challenges,
pre-processing is applied to S-waves records. The different stages are summarized
in Figure 5. The S-phase of the M = 1.33 earthquake is shown in (a). We apply
a moveout correction based on P-wave picking, the result of which is shown in (b).
This record can now be easily filtered in the f-k domain. We design a filter that
allows only for upgoing events, with a velocity lower than 11 km/s. After moveout
correction, P-events have an infinite (or near-infinite) velocity and are thus filtered
out. Free surface reflections are down-going and thus filtered out as well. We also
limit our processing to a 10-80 Hz frequency range. Data after applying f-k filtering
are shown in (c). Despite some residual interferences, the S-phase is easier to follow.
In order to facilitate automatic picking, we apply another moveout correction, this
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Figure 4: P-wave arrivals and their picking for both earthquakes. (a) and (b) are
zoomed-in versions of Figure 3. First-break picking is overlaid in blue, indicating the
zero crossing between positive (white) and negative (black) phases. In (c) and (d) we
show the same records after a moveout correction based on picked times. The zero
relative time is shown in blue. For the event at (d), the 780 - 800 m range seems
problematic. However, this area is not used for analysis as it is too close to the edge
of the array. [NR]
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time with an approximated S-velocity. We assume Vp/Vs = 1.9 and compute the
expected moveout for S-waves. Since a P-moveout was previously applied, we use
the residual moveout, computed by S-P, for the second moveout correction. After
doing so (d), the record is significantly flatter, especially in the deeper part of the
array. It is then picked automatically, following the negative (black) phase. Picks
after necessary manual editing are overlaid in red. Finally, the same picks are over-
laid on the filtered but with unshifted moveout data (e). Picks seem to consistently
follow the same arrival phase. However, there seems to be clear interference with
other seismic phases, causing picking errors. Such errors are expected to yield noisy
velocity models. Despite these limitations, it would have been more challenging to
pick directly on the recorded data, probably inducing much larger errors. Estimated
velocity models for both P and S phases are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 5: S wave processing.(a) Recorded S-phases for the magnitude M=1.33 earth-
quakes. (b) Record after moveout correction for P-waves. (c) Moveout-corrected
record after f-k filtering. (d) Approximate correction for S-velocity and results of
picking (in red). (e) Same picks overlaid on the filtered, unshifted data. Moveout-
based filtering greatly simplifies the picking task. [NR]

Estimating velocity by local slant-stacks

Travel-time picking suffers from inherent limitations (Lellouch and Reshef, 2019).
First, it is conducted channel-by-channel, which dictates a low signal-to-noise ratio.
This is especially problematic in DAS records, in which individual channels are often
noisier than conventional clamped receivers (Daley et al., 2016). In addition, picking
often has to be manually guided and adjusted, which is time-consuming, error-prone,
and can be hard to reproduce. Therefore, we suggest an alternative approach, which is
based on local slant-stack decomposition (Biondi, 1992). It is an array-based process-
ing technique, which aims at measuring data coherency along various possible linear
velocities, represented by different slowness values p. The computed slownesss range
and discretization are chosen according to prior velocity model knowledge and resolu-
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tion needs. In our examples, we scan a velocity range of 300 to 6000 m/s, computed
by 30 m/s intervals. Coherency is computed within a certain channel window, which
is chosen according to the recorded arrivals curvature. In other words, the window
has to be small enough so that the recorded arrivals can be approximated by a linear
slope. On the other hand, the resolution of the velocity estimation increases with
window size. We choose this window as a truncated Gaussian G(z) of 150 m width,
with a maximum of 1 at the center channel and a value of 1/e2 at the edges of the
window. We denote each window by its center channel depth w and one-sided width
W . We use a windowed semblance measure (Neidell and Taner, 1971) to estimate
data coherency. Semblance is measured in a time window of size [−T, T ]. The choice
of T is dictated by recorded data frequency. Mathematically, the local slant-stack S
of recorded data d, ordered as channel, sample, is the following mapping:

S(w, p, t) =
1

[2W + 1]
·

s=t+p·dz·z+T∑
s=t+p·dz·z−T

[
w+W∑

z=w−W

G(z)d(z, s)

]2
s=t+p·dz·z+T∑
s=t+p·dz·z−T

w+W∑
z=w−W

G(z)2d(z, s)2
(4)

in which p is the slowness, and t is the event origin time. In Figure 6, we show
slant-stack panels computed for three different channel windows. P-velocity events are
easy to detect since they have a clear first arrival (around t=2 s). Many subsequent
events have approximately the same velocity. About 1.25 seconds later, S-velocity
phases appear. There are several events with a similar S velocity occurring at different
times. However, P events are still simultaneously visible, and interference between
the P and S velocities occurs. We emphasize that the slant-stack method we apply
is a basic approach and more advanced methods have been successfully applied to
diminish the interference between waves of different velocities (Kostov and Biondi,
1989). This might cause over-estimation of the S-wave velocities. We apply a simple
procedure to automatically estimate P and S velocities. We start by estimating the
P velocity. We choose the first arrivals since, from our tests, the velocity profiles
estimated using them are the most stable. Therefore, we limit our analysis to a 200
ms window encapsulating all first arrivals along the array. In this window, the point
of maximal coherency is chosen, indicating the local velocity at the central channel.
For S-velocity estimation, a longer 600 ms window is used. In addition, within that
window only velocities of up to 60% of the estimated P velocity are allowed. Without
this step, the maximum semblance could represent a P-velocity event, as in Figure
6(a). We then repeat the maximal semblance choice procedure. Estimated velocity
models for both P and S phases are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 6: Slant stack panels computed for the M = 1.33 event at different depth
locations: 0-150 m (a), 275-425 m (b) and 650-800 m (c). P-wave velocity events are
approximately denoted in red boxes while S-wave velocity events are in black boxes.
The automatically estimated velocities are marked by dashed lines of matching colors.
For all displayed events, there is some interference between P and S events. [NR]
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OTHER DOWNHOLE VELOCITY ESTIMATION
METHODS

Ambient field interferometry

Retrieving surface wave response between pairs of horizontal DAS sensors using cross-
correlation method (Shapiro and Campillo, 2004) has been recently shown by Zeng
et al. (2017); Martin et al. (2018). Here, we show that body P-wave velocities can
also be retrieved using ambient field borehole interferometry between pairs of adjacent
overlying sensors (Miyazawa et al., 2008).

The ambient recorded field consists of strain (or strain rate) measurements at different
depth locations. As previously discussed, the difference between strain and velocity
measurements is a scaling by the velocity (Equation 3). Therefore, conventional
interferometry methods, which do not take amplitude information into account, can
be used directly for DAS data. The cross-correlation C(A,B) between two strain (ε)
measurements at depths Zr and Zs is given, in the frequency domain, by:

CA,B(ω) = 〈εZS
(ω) · εZR

(ω)〉 (5)

where 〈 〉 denotes an averaging operator. The imaginary part of the Green’s
function G between two sensors, Im[G](Zs, Zr), is inferred from the average correlation
using

Im[G] ∝ 〈εZS
(ω) · εZR

(ω)〉
|S(ω)|2

(6)

as in Spica et al. (2018) and where |S(ω)|2 is the power spectrum of the ambient
field (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). In Figure 7(a, b), we show two different possible
geometries for borehole interferometry. In (a), zs is fixed at the top channel and zr
varies along the array in 50 m increments. In (b), the distance between zs and zr
is constant and set to 50 m. Only the ambient seismic field is used for computing
cross-correlations and the influence of small earthquakes is reduced via a running-
absolute-mean normalization (Bensen et al., 2007). Correlations are computed using
one day of continuous data. Records are separated into 30 s windows with a 50%
(15 sec) overlap. To enhance their signal-to-noise ratio, we compute correlations for
nearby source-receiver pairs and stack them. These correlations are calculated using
the same source channel but different receiver ones. As said before, the source channel
zs may be either fixed at the top of the array or vary along it by 50 m intervals. Stacked

correlation values are, in this study, computed by CS,R =
R+10∑

Z=R−10

CS,Z . This induces a

smoothing of the velocity model but is required to extract a clear signal. Since events
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within the depth range used for averaging are expected to have different time-lags, we
apply travel-time shifts to the computed cross-correlation functions before stacking
them. The shifts are computed using an average 3200 m/s velocity (Figure 7).

Figure 7(c, d) shows the resulting stacked correlations in the time domain after a
5-20 Hz bandpass filter. An impulsive arrival is observed on the causal side of the
correlation functions. The strong signals of these down-going waves compared to
the up-going ones suggest that the dominant ambient field sources originate at the
surface (Zhou and Paulssen, 2017). In Figure 7(c), we observe a clear wave packet with
an apparent velocity of about 3200 m/s, which corresponds to an average P-waves
velocity in the vicinity of the array. Thus, we deduce we are observing a P-wave,
and take the correlation functions shown in Figure 7(d) to estimate its velocity every
50 m. We estimate the arrival time by seeking the three adjacent samples with the
largest values and applying quadratic interpolation to find the time at which the
cross-correlation function is maximal (Nakata and Snieder, 2012). It represents the
travel time for a P wave that propagates between source and average receiver location.
In addition, we compute the average P-wave velocity by performing the same analysis
using seven different days of recorded data. The standard deviation at different depth
intervals, estimated in 50 m blocks, is between 70-90 m/s, depending on the depth of
interest. The estimated P-wave velocity model is shown in Figure 9.

Conventional geophone survey

A VSP survey was conducted in April 2005 by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
using a downhole 3-C geophone array contributed by Paulsson Geophysical Services,
Inc. Explosive sources were detonated more than 40 m away from the wellhead at
a depth of about 3 m (Figure 1). We only use the vertical component of the 3-C
geophones. Explosive sources in this configuration do not generate visible S-waves
that can be used for velocity analysis. Therefore, we focus on P-wave model building,
conducted with the vertical recording component. Data recorded for the two different
explosive sources are shown in Figure 8, with overlaying picked arrivals (red). The
average central frequency is about 55 Hz. It is important to remember that the shallow
subsurface induces noticeable dissipation on recorded signals, leading to the relatively
stronger loss of high-frequencies. Thus, even explosive sources can reach downhole
receivers with a relatively low frequency content. The picking procedure that was
described in the subsection Estimating velocity by travel-time picking is applied here,
following the positive (white) phase instead. The choice of phase to pick depends
on recorded signal wavelet. Picking here is unambiguous set aside one noisy trace
for which the pick was interpolated. However, since sources are excited from offset,
processing must be adapted. For a 1-D experiment, the interval velocity is computed
by dz/dt, with dz being the depth difference between receivers and dt the difference
between picked arrivals. Here, we take the 3-D Euclidean source-receiver distance
D, and compute interval velocity by dD/dt instead. For near-vertical propagation,
this first order correction is acceptable. A full solution would take into account true
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Figure 7: Two different geometries used for borehole interferometry. In (a), the
source is fixed at the top channel and cross-correlations are computed with different
receivers. In (b), cross-correlations are computed between source-receiver pairs of
constant distance, and the same spatial locations are used as both virtual sources
and receivers. In (c) and (d), we show cross-correlation results obtained with one
day of data for the geometries showed in (a) and (b), respectively. In (c), the gray
line depicts the average 3200 m/s P-wave velocity. In (d), the black circle depicts the
picked travel times of the P-waves. [NR]
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propagation paths and their differences, but it requires an initial velocity model. The
estimated P-wave velocity model is shown in Figure 9.

MODELS COMPARISON AND INTERPRETATION

In this section, we summarize all extracted velocity profiles. It is important to note
that picks, their difference, and the estimated velocity all require smoothing. We
follow the same smoothing parameters for all datasets, and the largest operator is
100 m long. Slant-stack results were also smoothed with the same 100 m window.
Results are summarized in Figure 9. There are 7 different velocity models, 5 of which
are for P-wave velocity. The first two models we display are estimated using the
M = 1.33 earthquake. They are computed using slant-stacks (solid blue) and travel-
time picking (solid red), accordingly (subsections Estimating velocity by travel-time
picking and Estimating velocity by local slant-stacks). We display the P model (dashed
black) computed from the conventional geophone survey (subsection Conventional
geophone survey) and the model extracted using ambient field interferometry (solid
green, subsection Ambient field interferometry). In dotted cyan, we plot a regional
P model, obtained from surface seismic surveys (Bleibinhaus et al., 2007; Hole et al.,
2006). We could only obtain S-wave velocities using recorded earthquakes, and thus
display the velocities estimated using slant-stack (dotted blue) and picking (dotted
red), respectively. We also display the computed VP/VS for both slant-stack and
travel-time picking analysis.

Velocity models obtained using slant-slack and travel-time picking of a recorded earth-
quake are very similar to the results of a conventional downhole survey processing.
Quantitatively, the average difference between them is 2% for the slant-stack result
and 2.7% for the picks-based result. The average difference between slant-stack and
picking results is 2.1%. We thus treat those results as practically equivalent. More
importantly, they all seem to have the same overall structure - velocity increase up
to about 300 m, fixed or slowly increasing velocity between 300 m and 500 m, and
velocity increase from 500 m and deeper. These three models follow the general
trend set by the regional model but have much higher resolution. Recovering high-
resolution variation in the shallow subsurface, especially in non-reflective geology, is
a major challenge for surface seismic. Therefore, it is not surprising that the regional
model cannot obtain the same resolution. The model estimated from ambient field
interferometry is of intermediate quality between the regional model and the high-
resolution models. It is closer to the latter but appears to follow a somewhat linear
trend, in contrast to the high-resolution models. This result is expected as we com-
pute the velocity model using low frequency (5-20 Hz) data. We emphasize that the
interferometry analysis is relatively simple and uses one-day long data records.

The estimated S-model follows the high-resolution velocity structure of the P-model.
The velocity model estimated using travel-time picking is noisier. This is due to in-
terference with other seismic phases, as previously discussed. The VP/VS seems to
be significantly increasing when approaching the surface. Our analysis can be safely
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Figure 8: VSP explosive sources recorded by downhole geophones. Two different
explosive sources were used 5 lb (a) and 7 lb (b). Source and receiver locations are
described in Figure 1. For both sources, picking the first break arrival is easy. It
is overlaid in red, following the zero crossing between negative (black) and positive
(white) phases. The noisy channel at 650m is not picked and we interpolate the
arrival time using nearby channels. [NR]
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Figure 9: Estimated velocity models and VP/VS. We plot five P velocity models:
slant-stack (blue) and travel-time picking (red) results using the M = 1.33 earthquake
record, conventional VSP processing (black), ambient field interferometry (green),
and regional model (cyan). We compute S wave velocities using the same earthquake
record and display slant-stack (dotted blue) and picking-based (dotted red) results.
The VP/VS computed using slant-stack (blue) and picking (red) results, are shown
on the right. Velocity models extracted from DAS records and the VSP survey are
close (2.6% average difference) and follow the regional model trend. However, they
seem to reveal more geological features. The interferometry model seems to be of
intermediate quality. VP/VS increases close to the surface using both methods. In
addition, it shows a high-value anomaly at a depth of 500-520 m. This anomaly is
evident from the picking-based model and noticeable in the slant-stack estimation.
[NR]
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conducted at depths of 75 m and deeper, but from following the trend it appears that
at surface level values of VP/VS = 3 and above can be expected. As we previously
show, strong interference with different phases turns the picking of the S-phase unsta-
ble. As a result, the estimated velocity model is somewhat noisy. Nonetheless, there
seems to be a significant high-value anomaly of VP/VS around a depth of 500-520 m
for both analysis methods, albeit it is more evident from the picking-based method.
This could be connected to the 3-blocks model we suggest, as the 500 m depth mark
seems to be a transition point between the second and third blocks. We believe we
have an experimental observation confirming that VP/VS anomaly. In Figure 10, we
show the M = 2.46 earthquake, with true relative amplitude values (no trace nor-
malization). This earthquake is an independent measurement, as the VP/VS profile
was computed without it. In a red rectangle, we highlight a specific event. It has a
P-wave moveout, much like the coda P events before and possibly after it. However,
the events amplitude is much stronger than the preceding coda P waves. In addi-
tion, its phase behavior (negative-positive-negative), as well as its lower frequency,
distinguish it from coda P waves. Therefore, we suggest that this event is a converted
SP mode, as S arrivals are much stronger. It originates roughly at the 500m depth
marker, indicative of a strong P/S contrast and possible transition between structural
blocks.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we show how earthquakes recorded by downhole DAS systems can be
used for P- and S- wave velocity estimation along the well. A recorded M = 1.33
earthquake at a distance of more than 10km from the array has a central frequency
of 70 Hz. It is higher than a conventional geophone survey, having about 55 Hz. In
addition, geophones are positioned roughly every 15 m whereas the DAS array offers
continuous (1m spacing) recording. In seismically active areas, recorded earthquakes
of relatively low magnitudes can be a source of high-frequency data. In addition, such
earthquakes propagate through the highly dissipative shallow subsurface last, allowing
for high-frequency records along most of their propagation path. Surface sources, on
the contrary, immediately suffer from dissipation, thus reducing recorded frequency
content. For P-waves, models estimated using two different analysis methods are
within less than 3% absolute mean difference of a much more expensive VSP geophone
survey. The methodology depends on earthquakes that propagate near-vertically, but
incidence angles of up to 15-20 degrees are judged acceptable. Moreover, earthquakes
with higher incidence angles may be used with appropriate scaling. Slant-stack esti-
mation of local velocity is automatic once several parameters have been chosen. These
parameters are the size and shape of the spatial window, temporal window, and a min-
imum VP/VS. Travel-time picking, on the contrary, requires manual choices, quality
control, and possible intervention. While for our examples, it is relatively straight-
forward for P-phases, this may not be the case for low signal-to-noise records. In
addition, S-wave processing is challenging even with high signal-to-noise data. It is
due to P-wave interference (coda waves, converted modes, free surface reflections) as
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Figure 10: Highlighting of an SP converted event. We display the record with constant
gain, so relative amplitudes are preserved. The converted event is highlighted by a
red rectangle. It has a clear P-moveout and strong amplitudes. Therefore, it seems
to originate from the strong S-phase energy. In addition, it has a lower frequency and
different temporal behavior when compared to surrounding P coda waves. [NR]
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well as the directivity of the fiber, which lacks sensitivity to S-phases propagating
along it. Therefore, some pre-processing prior to picking is necessary. An alternative
approach is to apply ambient field interferometry, which can be performed with as
little as one day of continuous data. However, it does not recover S-wave velocities.
Using one day of recorded data, input correlograms for P-wave velocity estimation are
of significantly lower frequency content (5-20 Hz). Therefore, the retrieved P-wave
model is of lower resolution. Regardless of the velocity estimation method, the ad-
vantages of array-based processing are evident. The benefits of such processing stand
out when handling S-phases. Records are very complex and consist of many different
phases: direct P, P coda, direct S, converted modes (SP, PS), S coda, free surface
reflections of all phases, etc. Trying to analyze S arrivals using surface receivers only
would be extremely challenging. Here, on the contrary, array-based filtering, based
on event moveout with depth, can be applied and greatly simplify processing. It also
allows for a better understanding of subsurface phenomena, like the SP converted
event we show. Thanks to its continuous sampling in depth, we can be much more
certain of its interpretation, and even link it to extracted velocity models. Downhole
DAS analysis is especially beneficial in recovering shallow velocity structures, which
often remain unresolved by conventional seismic surveys. However, it may also be
a basis for different applications. For example, it can be conducted periodically to
detect changes in velocity along the array. Ambient field interferometry is a natural
candidate for such an application. Nonetheless, since monitoring is often conducted
in seismically active areas, enough near-vertical earthquake could be present for an
event-based analysis. In addition, coda waves and converted modes may be looked
into more systematically to refine velocity structures, especially in defining areas of
contrast.

CONCLUSIONS

The array nature of the downhole DAS allows for advanced processing techniques,
clear phase separation and understanding, and higher combined signal-to-noise ratio.
Downhole DAS records can be used for velocity model estimation along the array.
Relatively weak recorded earthquakes have a high frequency content. Using near-
vertical recorded earthquakes, P- and S- velocities are estimated using slant-stacks
and travel-time picking. Obtained results match a P-wave model extracted from
a conventional geophone-based VSP survey, which cannot yield an S-wave velocity
model. The P-wave velocity profiles we obtain are much more detailed than a regional
model estimated from surface seismic surveys. Interferometry is a useful alternative
when no adequate earthquakes are recorded. However, a P-wave model computed
using ambient field is superior to the regional model but not as detailed as the models
extracted using recorded earthquakes. In addition, it does not yield S-wave velocities.
Application of earthquake-based analysis in the top 800m of the SAFOD borehole
reveals three distinct geological blocks, concealed in the regional and interferometry-
based models. VP/VS analysis shows high values close to the surface and a high-ratio
anomaly at a depth of 500 to 520 m. An SP converted mode event originating at this
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depth zone confirms a geological contrast.
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